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Collaborative science on display
at research society annual conference
Society stresses need for fishers, scientists to work cooperatively and not competitively
By Ken Partridge
The 24th annual Fisherman and Scientists Research Society Conference
kicked off with a keynote presentation
by Dr. Megan Bailey, a member of the
Ocean Frontier Institute working out
of Dalhousie University. Focusing on
the seafood supply chain, Bailey outlined her experience working with
fishers in the Indonesian fishing industry to build sustainable practices
and traceability.
Bailey readily admits her experience with the Atlantic Canadian industry is limited, but she hopes some
of the lessons learned overseas might
have application here at home. Some
of those lessons include:
• what should be a collaborative
model between scientists and fishers
has in many cases become a competitive relationship;
• obtaining funding for fisheries
research isn’t the obstacle as much as
finding ways to sustain that funding
over a long enough period to make the
research truly relevant and insightful;
• even if funding is arranged, there
are always questions of who owns the
data, who is it shared with and how
do results move through government
and the industry.
Bailey says as a food economist she
is particularly interested in how certain trends in the seafood industry
affect the originator of the product,
namely the fishers. The current push
to bring greater traceability to the
fishing industry is a prime example.
Although her research shows putting
the fisher and the consumer closer together does result in the fisher getting
paid a little more, it also has many
side effects. The elimination of middlemen can see fishers having to take
on responsibilities and costs formerly
borne by those middlemen, such as
marketing, storage and transportation.
“Power in a supply chain comes
from downstream: retailers and consumers. Thus traceability becomes a
form of controlling the fishing sector,”
Bailey says.
To counter the power balance, Bailey says we need to revise our perceptions of seafood at a fundamental
level.
“We don’t think of fish as food in
the same way we think of other food
as food. We see it more as a commodity,” Bailey says. “We need to see the
fishing industry not as villains of the
sea that rape and pillage, but as a sustainable food provider.”

Impact Of Ghost Fishing
And Marine Debris
Dr. Alain Barnett of the University
of New Brunswick has been working
closely with fishers in the Bay of Fundy
area to develop a map showing areas of
concentration of marine debris. However, the map isn’t itself the end goal.
Instead, what Barnett and the fishers
he collaborates with would like to see
as an end result is a cleaner ocean and
easier ways for fishers to participate in
the solution.
Marine debris consists of old nets,
fishing gear, traps, aquaculture equipment, weir stakes, lines, anchors, etc.;
essentially anything that gets used on
the water that goes missing or is lost or
abandoned. The reason for the lost gear
are numerous, including weather, accidental damage from other commercial
vessels, intentional wrecking of a competitors gear, and so on. Whatever the
reason, the debris becomes a hazard for
fishers as it can entrap other gear, damage boats and even reduce fish stocks as
the lost equipment continues to catch
sea life that never makes it to market,
sometimes referred to as “ghost fishing”.
“Fishers want more opportunities to
clean up marine debris,” Barnett says.
“They want the ability to be able to remove abandoned or old gear when they
come across it.”
Complicating that desire on the
part of fishers are concerns of regulatory bodies that allowing such activities
could lead to off-season or expanded
fisheries. Barnett says one of the goals
of collaborative projects like the marine
debris initiative is to find opportunities
for the two sides to come together for
the greater good of the industry.

The student poster competition is a mainstay of each
Fisherman and Scientists Research Society Conference.

WADE’S WIRE TRAPS
Wade Goodwin, Owner-Operator
Cyril d’Entremont, General Manager
We have in stock:
Holding cages, flea bags, worm resistant wooden
runners, plastic runners and sticks.

Afternoon Presentations
The afternoon sessions involved
three presentations, one each on: the
impact of aquaculture operations on
lobster stocks; the use of genetics in the
fisheries; and mitigation of seabird mortality in the fisheries.
Dr. Melanie Wiber from the University of New Brunswick spoke about
the impact of aquaculture operations
on lobster stocks, although she emphasized from the beginning her work isn’t
complete yet so she was unable to share
final results.
However, what she did find was the
use of collaborative information gathering, or joint production of knowledge
(JPK), inevitably lead to certain inescapable outcomes:
continued on page 5

Distributors of Aquamesh & Cavatorta

We specialize in custom made wire traps
using both 12.5 ga. and 10.5 ga. wire,
with Cavatorta or Aquamesh vinyl coating.
After 35 years in business,
we have the experience needed
to be trusted with your trap needs.

3404 Highway 3, Lower Argyle
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TSB says attitude shifts needed
to improve commercial fishing safety
By Charles W. Moore
The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) recently released the findings of
its investigation into a fatal man overboard
accident aboard the lobster fishing vessel
Cock-a-Wit Lady off Clark’s Harbour, N.S.
on Nov. 2015.
The TSB ruled that ineffective risk management and emergency unpreparedness
led to the drowning. These findings draw
attention to a wide range of safety hazards
the TSB says persist in the commercial fishing industry.
The Board notes failure to implement proactive systems of on-board risk management
as part of routine fishing vessel operations
increases the likelihood of crew members
being unprepared to effectively mitigate onboard hazards. Fishing safety has been on
the TSB watchlist since 2010 and these same
risks were identified in the agency’s 2012
“Safety Issues Investigation into Fishing
Safety in Canada” report.
The agency notes several recent investigations into fatal accidents on commercial
fishing vessels have identified a range of
safety deficiencies in the industry, including
insufficient vessel stability, inadequate crew
training, unsafe operating practices, lack
of emergency preparedness and slackness
about having immersion suits and emergency position-indicating radio beacons
(EPIRBs) onboard — issues that if addressed
would reduce fatalities.
Fishing is one of the few Canadian occupations for which no formal training is required to enter the industry. Yet fishers are
often obliged to perform multiple tasks using types of gear and machinery that are inherently dangerous, and in the operation of
which they may have limited or no training.
The TSB is an independent agency that investigates marine, pipeline, railway and aviation transportation ‘occurrences.’ It points
out that if fishing vessel operators fail to
implement on-board risk management systems, the risks are greater that fishers won’t
be prepared to address actual emergencies
effectively. Risk management solutions can
be as simple as regular crew safety meetings,
or conducting drills to provide crew with
an opportunity to identify shortcomings in
emergency situations, such as responding to
a man overboard.
Commercial fishing has long had the unwelcome distinction of being statistically
the world’s most dangerous occupation.
According to the UN Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO), on average more than
70 people die every day fishing at sea. That’s
an estimated 24,000 deaths annually among
roughly 15 million fishers employed in capture fisheries worldwide.
In the United States, on-the-job fatality
rates among fishers are significantly higher
than the national average for other occupa-

tions, e.g.: eight times greater than among
persons who operate motor vehicles for a
living; 16 times that of persons working in
occupations such as firefighting and law enforcement; and more than 40 times the national average.
The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
concurs that commercial fishing is the most
dangerous livelihood in America, beating
out timber cutting and logging, with roughly
152 of every 100,000 fishers killed on the job
in the country annually.

“Whether as a
result of the rugged
individualism, which
typifies the industry,
or an apparent
discomfort with the
educational setting,
there seems to be a
natural reluctance on
the part of fishermen
to submit themselves
to a formal training
process.”
In Italy, another advanced G7 country, the
commercial fishing fatality rate is more than
21 times the national average for all occupations. In Denmark it’s 25 to 30 times higher
than for those employed on land.
In this country, the TSB notes that even
though numbers of registered fishers and
active fishing vessels have declined overall
since 2006, the average number of fatalities
has remained constant at approximately 10
per year. That may sound low compared
with the global rate of 70 deaths per day in
the industry, but it’s out of a relatively modest number of fewer than 50,000 commercial
fishers across the country, registered by either DFO, Bureau d’accréditation des pêcheurs et des aides-r du Québec (BAPAP) or
the Professional Fish Harvesters Certification Board (PFHCB).
A greater level of risk is of course unavoidable in pursuit of a livelihood conducted in an environment inherently inhospitable to humans, often in hostile weather, on
a platform that’s usually in motion, sharing
cramped quarters with potentially dangerous machinery, nets and lines, and far away

from emergency medical attention. Given
these realities, commercial fishing can never
be made as safe as, say, working in an office cubicle, behind a counter, doing factory
work or even in relatively hazardous landbased industries such as logging, mining or
farming.
However the TSB, which has long sought
to improve commercial fishing safety, is convinced it could be safer. It has designated
commercial fishing safety a watchlist priority and says the loss of life on fishing vessels
nationwide “is simply too great.” The Board
says an ongoing problem is that while excellent safety regulations can be enacted, they
do little good if they’re not taken seriously
or ignored in practice.
Likewise, the finest safety gear in the
world will be of no help if it’s not used. Going overboard and drowning or dying of hypothermia is the largest cause of commercial
fishing fatalities and the TSB notes, “there
are still gaps remaining with respect to,
among other things, unsafe operating practices and crew training.”
The TSB watchlist says new regulations
need to be implemented for commercial fishing vessels of all sizes, including user-friendly guidelines regarding vessel stability, developed and implemented to reduce unsafe
practices. It also says behavioural changes
among fishers are needed regarding use of
personal flotation devices, EPIRBs and survival suits, along with carrying out on-board
safety drills and risk assessments.
A Canadian committee on fishing safety
observed, “Whether as a result of the rugged
individualism, which typifies the industry,
or an apparent discomfort with the educational setting, there seems to be a natural
reluctance on the part of fishermen to submit themselves to a formal training process.”
The FAO report observes that “fishermen’s
reluctance to attend safety courses is a serious cause of concern,” and that “fishermen
often seem neither aware of, nor willing to
admit, the risks inherent in their occupation.”
A British Columbia Worker’s Compensation Board report says: “fishermen have
established a pattern of denial and trivialization as part of their occupational subculture… in order to relieve the psychological
pressures that occur when they are forced to
constantly face the reality of the dangers of
their occupation.”
It appears a substantial shift in attitudes
toward safety in the industry itself will be
required in order to better manage and diminish risks inherent to commercial fishing
activity. The TSB urges a concerted and coordinated initiative by federal and provincial authorities, fishing industry leaders and
fishers themselves to participate in the nurture and development of a robust safety culture in the commercial fishing community.
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Collaborative science
continued from page 3
• the incorporation of local knowledge does add value;
• JPK can mitigate environmental
risks; but
• JPK is always “political’ and can result in the exclusion of potential sources
of information (in this case, representatives of the aquaculture industry).
“Relying on the expertise, skill and
equipment of fishermen made it impossible to invite aquaculture to the table as
it would alienate the fishermen and cast
doubt on the results,” Wiber says.

“We’re now
causing evolution
on a large scale.”
Dr. Gregory Puncher,
Department of Biological
Sciences, University of
New Brunswick
Although official results are not yet
available, Wiber does say there are some
concrete outcomes from the work already impacting the industry. Although
it’s true some of the chemicals used in
aquaculture can cause lobster mortality
and premature molting, Wiber says the
fishers involved in her study emerged
assured the lobster stocks aren’t being
adversely affected in every case and are
much more likely to interact with the
aquaculture industry in the future.
The role of genetics was covered by
Dr. Gregory Puncher, from the Department of Biological Sciences at the University of New Brunswick. He showed
how the use of genetics is currently being used for everything from detecting
food fraud to showing how fish species
are adapting over time to such stresses

as increased harvesting and climate
change.
“Genetic identification has improved
to the point where we can take a water
sample from someone and determine
what species are present in that water
source and if invasive species are present, all without ever going fishing there
or even seeing the fish,” Puncher says.
By using archived DNA samples
and comparing them to current sample,
Puncher says he can see how current cod
species have changed over the years.
For example, cod males mature much
faster than they used to and put more
of their biological effort into growing
their gonads, sacrificing overall size to
do so. Unfortunately, efforts to reduce
the pressure on cod stocks will not undo
these changes since they’re now evolutionary, not a temporary response.
“We’re now causing evolution on a
large scale,” Puncher says.
Puncher also showed how genetics
has revealed the old method of managing fish stocks, i.e. thinking of them as
being tied to specific geography, is invalid. Genetics shows Bluefin tuna, for
example, aren’t neatly broken down into
eastern and western Atlantic groups. In
fact, tuna stocks from Europe routinely
travel across the Atlantic and can be
found off the coast of Nova Scotia. This
speaks to the need to treat all stocks as
a single, worldwide unit and manage
them accordingly.
Dr. John Paterson, formerly working
with the Albatross Task Force, showed
how the adoption of simple, low-tech
mitigation devices in Namibia significantly reduced sea bird mortality. The
use of tori lines and steel weights reduced bird deaths in the longline hake
fishery by 85 to 90 per cent from estimate
levels of 30,000 deaths per year. In the
hake trawling fishery, tori lines achieved
reductions of 99 per cent from estimated
yearly deaths of 5,000 to 8,000.
The project also created a cottage industry for local populations as women’s
groups were taught how
to make tori lines for sale
to the fishing industry.

Electronic Video
Monitoring
The final formal pre-

Keynote speaker Dr. Megan Bailey, Dalhousie University,
delivered her perspective on how to make collaborative
fisheries research involving fishers produce tangible,
measurable results in the real word during the 24th annual
Fisherman and Scientists Research Society Conference.
sentation of the day focused on the use
of electronic video monitoring (EVM) as
an alternative to traditional monitoring
programs.
Amanda Barney of Eco-Trust Canada
outlined how the adoption of this technology has assisted fishers on Canada’s
West coast combat trap tampering,
while in New England it has automated
and sped up the collection and delivery
of observer data. This has allowed fishers to better cope with the shift by governments to download the cost of observer programs unto the fishery itself.
As the question and answer period
for this presentation proved, the adoption of EVM in Atlantic Canada is a
hotly contested topic. Many fishers are
highly skeptical of the
costs involved and don’t
see it as a reliable, efficient
tool.
Barney says she readily admits EVM can be
expensive and may not
be for everyone. Chelsey
Karbowski of the Ecology Action Centre says
the Centre has estimated
it could cost as much as

$60,000 to equip a single vessel, plus
the ongoing costs of maintenance and
component replacement. Some fishers
believe the per boat costs to be much
higher.
However, Barney says there are
some advantages to help offset those
costs. Data can be instantly available to
the individual fishers without having to
wait for government reports; it can produce not only observer data, but also information on catches, vessel operations,
fleet data and ecosystem information;
can become an integral part of a traceability program; and it can eliminate
the need for traditional observer programs, which are estimated to cost up
to $100,000 per year.

PROPELLER REPAIRS,
SALES & ATLERATIONS

Attention Fishermen!

NORTH SHORE BALLAST
The use of simple, easy-to-use mitigation
techniques and how they can reduce
seabird fatalities was the focus of Dr.
John Paterson’s presentation to the
24th annual Fisherman and Scientists
Research Society Conference. Paterson
is with the N.S. Nature Trust.

Has a complete line of ballast for lobster traps.
Wood, Wood & Wire and Straight Wire traps.
Located in Pictou at 58 Brown’s Point Road.
Call ahead at 902-485-8780
to make sure we have what you need
and it’s ready for pick up.

Remember: “We’re in a sinking business - Sink about Us!”

124262

Meteghan River, Nova Scotia, Canada B0W 2L0
Tel: (902) 645-2327 • Fax: (902) 645-2174
Email: info@aftheriault.com
www.aftheriaultboatyard.com
124256
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Trade agreement good for New Brunswick,
says trade minister Roger Melanson
FREDERICTON, NB – Treasury Board President
Roger Melanson, who is also the minister responsible
for Trade Policy, is heralding the new free trade agreement between Canada and the European Union (EU)
as a deal that could bring positive economic opportunities for New Brunswick exporters.
“This is great news for our entire nation and, I feel,
will help to open up new markets for New Brunswick
in the years to come,” Melanson says. “While most of
our trade is within North America, the free trade deal
with the European Union will help open new markets
for such sectors as fisheries, and perhaps the forestry
industry. It’s good news.”
When the Comprehensive Economic and Trade
Agreement (CETA) is fully implemented, 99 per cent
of EU tariff lines will be duty-free; currently only 25

per cent are duty-free for Canadian goods.
The House of Commons has now passed legislation to adopt CETA. The Senate is now studying the
proposed law, with final approval expected as early
as May or June.
New Brunswick’s principal merchandise exports to
the EU include fish and seafood products (with an average value of $45.7 million over the last three years);
forestry products ($37 million annually over the last
three years); and metal and mineral products (an average of $83.7 million over the last three years).
Agriculture, Aquaculture and Fisheries Minister
Rick Doucet is also pleased about the future prospects
of the new free trade deal.
“CETA will open up new export markets for our
seafood and aquaculture sectors,” Doucet says. “Tar-

iffs were the biggest obstacle to export growth. CETA
removes that obstacle.”
For fish and seafood, almost 96 per cent of EU tariff
lines will be duty-free when CETA takes effect. After
seven years, 100 per cent will be duty-free, making
New Brunswick’s goods more competitive in markets
overseas.
In addition to product-specific benefits, Melanson
says the free trade deal will help the province establish
deeper connections with fellow members of the International Organization of La Francophonie.
“We’re going to be able to have an even greater
presence in francophone markets overseas, including France and Belgium, enabling us to leverage our
membership in the International Organization of La
Francophonie,” Melanson says.

Marine Harvest completes purchase of aquaculture assets
HERMITAGE-SANDYVILLE, NL — International
aquaculture producer Marine Harvest has completed
the purchase of aquaculture farming assets previously owned by Gray Aqua Group of Companies in
Atlantic Canada. The purchase includes seven farming licences in the province and the Hermitage processing plant.
“Our government recognizes the tremendous potential aquaculture brings to our seafood industry as

well as to our province. In ‘The Way Forward’ we’ve
committed to growing our salmon aquaculture industry to 50,000 tonnes per year and this announcement is a significant step in achieving this goal. We
look forward to working with Marine Harvest as it
starts the process of establishing operations in our
province,” says Steve Crocker, minister of Fisheries
and Land Resources.
The Marine Harvest purchase also includes 17

site applications throughout the province, which
are currently under provincial review. Other assets
acquired include one hatchery and two farming licences in New Brunswick.
Marine Harvest employs 11,700 people and is
represented in 24 countries. The company provides
farmed salmon and processed seafood to more than
70 markets worldwide. In 2015, Marine Harvest produced 420,000 tonnes of salmon.

Introducing Sevaen’s new lineup. These
garments are heavy duty and tough!
Industrial series garments (left) are made
with a 420 denier tear resistant, rip-stop
nylon outer shell lined with waterproof PU
coated polyester with microwelded seams.
Downrigger garments (right) are waterproof,
durable and crack resistant to -30˚C. Easy to
clean and fish oil resistant.
All garments feature high visibility accents
and are available in sizes XS to 5XL.

Direct to customer selling means high
quality garments for lower prices.
ORDER ONLINE TODAY!
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Nova Scotia embarks on live lobster quality
project with China
HALIFAX, NS — A new lobster quality initiative
between Nova Scotia and Tmall-Alibaba, an online retail company in China, will set a premium quality standard for exported Nova Scotia lobster.
Fisheries and Aquaculture Minister Keith Colwell
says Nova Scotia has signed a memorandum of understanding with the company to help provide premium
quality Nova Scotia lobster to growing online markets
in China.
The Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture solicited interest from qualified Nova Scotian lobster shippers. Three shippers were selected to take part in the
pilot project. They are: Gidney Fisheries Ltd., Centreville, Digby Co.; Nautical Seafoods Ltd., Parkers Cove,
Annapolis Co.; Fisherman’s Market Intl. Ltd., Bedford.
“We’re honoured and excited to be a part of the
upcoming live lobster quality export project between
Nova Scotia and Tmall-Alibaba,” says Robert Mac
Donald, Gidney’s president and general manager. “As
a global exporter of live lobsters, we see this as an opportunity to showcase our superior lobster quality to

consumers through Tmall-Alibaba’s assistance and
dominance in the e-commerce marketplace.”
Through the agreement the suppliers have commit-

“As a global exporter of live
lobsters, we see this as an
opportunity to showcase our
superior lobster quality to
consumers through
Tmall-Alibaba’s assistance
and dominance in the
e-commerce marketplace.”
- Robert Mac Donald, president and
general manager, Gidney Fisheries Ltd.

ted to sending 300,000 quality-certified live lobsters as
the beginning of a long-term quality program.
To reduce mortality issues associated with longhaul export, variable quality and handling issues, Perennia, a not-for-profit corporation with expertise in
food quality and safety, has been asked to put a strict
quality certification procedure in place. The procedure
will include a quality standards manual, a training program and regular audits at participating export plants
in Nova Scotia and the receiver sites in China.
“Nova Scotia is known worldwide for its premium
quality lobster and seafood, all harvested from the cold
and pristine waters of the Atlantic Ocean,” Colwell
says. “This agreement will establish a supply chain of
Nova Scotia lobster to our largest market, while raising
the quality standards in our lobster and seafood industries even further.”
Nova Scotia is the primary supplier of live lobster
from Canada. In 2015, the province exported $113 million worth of lobster to China. Overall seafood exports
to China exceeded $210 million.

Fisheries, Land Resources
to focus on sustainable
resource growth
ST. JOHN’S, NL — The new Department of Fisheries and Land Resources
will bring greater focus to the management of the province’s fishery and land
resources to further economic development, improve food security and protect Newfoundland and Labrador’s renewable natural resources, says the new
department’s minister, Steve Crocker.
“Better management of these resources is key to the economic development
of our communities and the province,”
Crocker says. “By bringing this expertise and knowledge together, we’re reducing the silos that have traditionally
existed in government and creating an
environment where we can improve

Aquaculture workers clean fish pens near the Digby ferry
terminal.
Kathy Johnson photo
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Marine Railway Ltd.

deally located
adjacent to the
Meteghan Harbour,
Comeau Marine
Railway Ltd. carries
out minor and major
refits on all types of
vessels up to 140’ long
and 32’ wide and has a
600 gross ton hauling
capacity. They also
supply tugboat and
boom truck services.
Their diversified stockroom welcomes
retail clients and offers specialty ordering.
Steel, fiberglass and wooden vessels are
continuously brought to Comeau Marine
Railway Ltd. by return clients who are very
happy with the service and workmanship.

our food self-sufficiency and work with
our industry partners to achieve greater
success in these industries.”
The new department maintains the
responsibility for fisheries, forestry,
agrifoods, as well as wildlife, Crown
lands, land management, and fish and
wildlife enforcement.
“As a government, we have to work
smarter and more efficiently. We have
to capitalize on the linkages between industries. I look forward to leading this
new team and placing greater emphasis on growing industries that provide
stable employment in rural areas of the
province,” Crocker says.

Buying or Selling A Fishing License?
Eric Atkinson understands the complex world
of ﬁshing and ﬁnances. He has specialized
knowledge of taxes, law and regulations
that aﬀect you when selling or buying a ﬁshing
license. Call Eric and keep more of your money.

PO Box 39
Saulnierville, NS B0W 2Z0
Contact: Darren Comeau
Ph: 902.645.2029 Fax: 902.645.3631
darren@comeausea.com
www.comeausea.com

124310

Call (902) 752-8441
www.macmacmac.ns.ca
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Yangtze River Express Airlines to carry
N.S. lobster to Chinese market
HALIFAX, NS — Nova Scotia has a new cargo carrier
travelling between Halifax and China that will enhance
services with a growing trading partner.
“The province congratulates Halifax International
Airport Authority on securing Yangtze River Express
Airlines as a key partner to bring Nova Scotia lobster
and other seafood to Chinese consumers,” says Premier
Stephen McNeil. “This additional air linkage with China
complements our other air and sea cargo transportation
partnerships.”
The provincial government worked with Halifax International Airport Authority and HNA Group, the par-

ent company of Yangtze River Express, to encourage the
federal government to strengthen air service opportunities between Nova Scotia and China.
“This is the latest success following the release of our
Nova Scotia-China Engagement Strategy in April 2016,
which focuses on building our competitive strengths,
enhancing our relationships in China and ensuring a coordinated approach,” McNeil says. “We’re seeing positive outcomes that will result in investment and jobs for
Nova Scotians.”
Overall exports from Nova Scotia to China totaled
$420 million in 2015, an increase of more than 50 per cent

from 2014. In 2015 China was Nova Scotia’s third largest
seafood export market, accounting for $210 million of the
province’s $1.7 billion in fish and seafood exports.
While 2016 year-end figures are not yet available, as
of the end of October, Nova Scotia had already exported
$218 million worth of seafood to China.
During December, lobster was sent around the world
through the connections provided by Halifax Stanfield
International Airport. Several carriers are transporting
seafood, including Air Canada, CargoJet, CAL Cargo
Airlines, FedEx, Korean Air Cargo and Qatar Airways
Cargo.

Nova Scotia launches international seafood brand
HALIFAX, NS — Seafood exporters
in the province have a new brand, Nova
Scotia Seafood, to promote products in
international markets.
The brand package, which includes a
logo, images, signs, videos and a website, will raise awareness and help increase the value of Nova Scotia seafood
in international markets.
“It’s refreshing to see a brand that
rises above the typical images associated with the Nova Scotia fishing industry,” says Kerry Cunningham, Seastar
Seafoods. “This forward looking brand
will work well to promote our province’s biggest export.”

For the second year in a row, Nova
Scotia was Canada’s leading exporter
of seafood in 2016, with $1.8 billion
worth of products sold to international
markets. The export total is on track to
meet the One Nova Scotia report’s goal
of doubling seafood exports within 10
years.
The United States remained Nova
Scotia’s largest seafood export market
in 2016 at $1 billion. China came in second at $255 million and the European
Union came in third with $204 million
worth of seafood exports.
Fisheries and Aquaculture Minister Keith Colwell showcased the new

Aquaculture Review Board
members appointed
HALIFAX, NS — Fisheries and
Aquaculture Minister Keith Colwell has
appointed the first members of the new
independent Nova Scotia Aquaculture
Review Board.
Jean McKenna of the Halifax Regional Municipality was appointed as
chair of the review board. McKenna is
a retired lawyer with 30 years’ experience as a litigator. She is currently the
chair of the Nova Scotia Police Review
Board. She also has involvement with
such bodies as the Elizabeth Fry Society, Nova Scotia Barristers’ Society and
Metro Resource Centre for Independent
Living. McKenna is being appointed as
chair for a three-year term.
Michael McKinnon of Halifax Regional Municipality was appointed
as a member of the review board. Mr.
McKinnon is an owner of two businesses giving him experience in business
management and financial risk assessment. He has knowledge of recreational
fishing industries through his long time
enjoyment of recreational salmon fly
fishing. His appointment is for a two-

year term.
Richard Patterson of Halifax Regional Municipality is currently the president of AquaEng Consulting. He is an
adjunct assistant professor of the Engineering Department, Dalhousie University and a member of the Aquaculture
Engineering Society. He continues to
study the engineering aspects of aquaculture broadly. His appointment is for
a three-year term.
“Appointing members to the Aquaculture Review Board is an important
next step in ensuring our aquaculture
industry continues to grow in an environmentally sustainable way,” Colwell
says. “The knowledge and experience
these members bring to the review
board will give us one of the most robust approaches for regulating aquaculture in the world.”
The Nova Scotia Aquaculture Review Board is a new adjudicative board
to review and makes decisions on applications for marine aquaculture licenses
and leases. It will also hold public hearings on applications.

seafood brand on March 2 at Halifax
Stanfield International Airport, where a
large amount of Nova Scotia’s exports
depart for the international marketplace.
“Nova Scotia Seafood is a premium
product and we want to share it with the
world,” Colwell says. “The international seafood brand we’ve developed will
give the province and industry tools to
deliver that message in key markets and
help to continue increasing the value of
our exports.”

Colwell says establishing an effective seafood brand will help give Nova
Scotia a competitive advantage in key
global markets and will also help communicate Nova Scotia’s key attributes:
exceptional taste and premium quality.
The new brand will be the main focus of the province’s presence later this
month in Boston at Seafood Expo North
America, the largest seafood show in
North America.
To see the brand information go to
www.nsseafood.com.

ANCHORS

LOBSTER TRAPS

LOBSTER TRAPS

Trawl anchors, grapnels,
folding stock and Danforth
style anchors.
25 lb up to 150 lb in stock.
Fuel tanks made to your
measurements. Aluminum &
stainless steel fabrication

Attention Fishermen!

Traps & Kits
made of “Aquamesh”
and “Saeplast” wire.

A&B Marine
Box 204, Barrington Psg, N.S.
Phone 902-637-2206
Fax 902-637-2716

NORTH SHORE
BALLAST
Has a complete line of ballast
for lobster traps.
Wood, Wood & Wire and
Straight Wire traps.
Located in Pictou at
58 Brown’s Point Road.
Call ahead at

902-485-8780

to make sure we have what you
need and it’s ready for pick up.

Remember: “We’re in a sinking
business - Sink about Us!”

AtlAntic

FishermAn

ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!!

Your ad could be here!

Call 902-485-8014
for more information.

Wire sold in 12” to 72” rolls
straightened & cut in any size, bent
for kits or finished traps. Financing
& Delivery available.
Rossway Enterprises
P.O. Box 99
8 Prince William Street
Digby, NS. B0V 1A0
902-245-6483 • 1-800-465-6483
WADE’S WIRE TRAPS:
Wade Goodwin/Owner-Operator,
Cyril d’Entrement/General Manager.
We specialize in custom made wire
traps using both 12.5 ga. and 10.5
ga. wire, with a superior Aquamesh
vinyl coating. We keep a large stock
of wire tools and accessories needed
to build your own traps. Delivery is
available. Located in Lower Argyle.
Mailing address:
3404 Highway 3, Lower Argyle
Nova Scotia B0W1W0
Phone: 902-762- 2595
Fax: 902-762-3449

MECHANICAL
REPAIRS
W. MACDONALD DIESEL &
MAINTENANCE LTD.
Located at Mersey Point (approx.
2 miles from Liverpool), Sales
& Service for Mitsubishi & John
Deere engines and Borg Warner
Gear. Also repairs done to Isuzu
diesel engines.
Phone Walter A. MacDonald,
902-354-3100
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Western Gulf
fishers discuss
dual license
proposal
Members of the Western Gulf Fishermen’s Association discussed the possibility of holding both a spring
and a fall lobster licence at a meeting on Feb. 13 at the
Alberton Curling Club.
Back in 2015, fishers in the zone, which comprises
the Western Prince County portion of Area 24 (the
spring lobster fishery in the Gulf of St Lawrence),
voted 87 per cent in favour of being able to hold both
a spring and fall licence. Fishers in Area 25 (the fall
lobster fishery in the Northumberland Strait) also voted in favour of the idea of holding two licences in the
same name.
Since that time, a committee of fishers from both local associations has been developing a proposal to be
presented to both associations. If it wins approval, it
will then be presented to DFO. If it’s put in place, the
proposal would only relate to the portion of Area 24
represented by the Western Gulf Association and the
P.E.I. portion of Area 25.
The February meeting gave Western Gulf fishers
an opportunity to discuss the work done so far and to
vote on the issue.
The meeting also included discussion on carapace
size. Area 24 fishers earlier voted to leave the carapace
size at its current 72 millimetres. The minimum size in
Area 25 this season will be 75 millimetres as part of a
three-year plan to bring the size to 77 millimetres by
2018.

ATLANTIC

FISHERMAN

For Advertising
Details Contact:
Marjorie Falconer
902-485-8014,
ext. 1101

marjorie@pictouadvocate.com

www.atlanticfisherman.com

McIsaac
PEIFA has
testifies before new president
Agriculture,
Fisheries
committee

Veteran fisher Bobby Jenkins is the new president
of the P.E.I. Fishermen’s Association.
Jenkins, who fishes out of the eastern port of Annandale, has represented the Southern Kings and
Queens local on the board for several terms since 1991
and was the vice president for the past seven years. He
replaces Craig Avery, who held the post since 2014.
Avery, who didn’t re-offer for the top job at the association’s recent annual meeting, remains a director
from the Western Gulf Fishermen’s Association. Jenkins, who has been a boat captain since 1974, says his
approach to heading the 1,280 member organization
will be similar to his predecessor’s.
Jenkins views the key to success is listening to both
the membership and the board of directors, which is
comprised of representatives of the six locals around
the Island. He praised Avery for taking great direction
from the board, adding he doesn’t plan to do anything
differently. With an emphasis on transparency and
teamwork, the lobster and tuna fisher is confident the
industry will move ahead.

Prince Edward Island’s Agriculture and
Fisheries Minister, Alan McIsaac.
Agriculture and Fisheries Minister Alan McIsaac
appeared before the Standing Committee on Agriculture and Fisheries on Feb. 24.
McIsaac, who was accompanied by Deputy Minister John Jamieson, spoke about two of the most high
profile topics facing the Island fishery: lobster carapace size and the total allowable catch in the halibut
fishery.
For the first time in recent memory, a gap is building in the minimum size allowed in P.E.I.’s three
lobster fishing areas. The minimum size in Area 25
(which is the fall fishery) went to 73 millimetres last
season as part of a three-year plan to raise carapace
size to 77 by 2018.
The move was requested by New Brunswick fishers, who outnumber Island fishers in the share zone.
The mainland fishers land predominated market lobster and have been pushing for the increase for some
time. Island fishers catch predominately canner size
lobster and are opposed to the increase.
The carapace size in Area 25 is slated to go to 75
millimetres for this coming season and is slated to go
to 77 millimetres in 2018. The fall fishers are hoping
the two spring fishing zones, Area 24 (the north side
of the province) and Area 26A (the south side spring
fishery), will agree to increase their size as well, but
fishers in the two zones have voted down the idea of
moving from 72 millimetres.
If there’s no further changes, there will be a difference of five millimetres in the minimum size between
the spring and fall fishery by 2018.
Halibut fishers, meanwhile, are upset by the reduction in the Island quota from 46 tonnes in 2015 to 40
tonnes last year, fearing there may by further cuts this
year.

Jenkins, who has been a
boat captain since 1974,
says his approach to
heading the 1,280 member
organization will be similar
to his predecessor’s.
The new president has inherited several challenges,
chief among them lobster carapace size. Fall lobster
fishers in Area 25 will see the minimum size increase
from 73 to 75 millimetres as part of a three-year plan
by the Department of Fisheries and Oceans to move
the minimum size to 77 millimetres. The move was
requested by New Brunswick fishers who share the
zone, but has been strongly opposed by Island fishers.
Fishers in both of the Island’s spring lobster zones
rejected the idea of increasing the carapace size in concert with the fall fishery. That means there will be a
difference of three millimetres between the seasons
this year and five millimetres in 2018, assuming DFO
doesn’t order any additional spring increases. Jenkins
vows to keep lobbying the federal government on the
issue.
As well, Island fishers are disappointed with cuts to
their allocation of both halibut and tuna, and the new
president says he will forcefully make the case for additional quota.
For his part, Avery lists the creation of an Island
lobster brand, the implementation of a penny-a-pound
lobster marketing levy, Marine Stewardship Council
certification and the sudden increase in lobster prices
as some of the high points of his tenure.
The annual meeting also included an address from
Kevin Stringer, associate deputy minister of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada; a briefing
on new Transport Canada regulations from Ensor
McNeill; a report from the Association’s halibut tagging project; and a lobster resource monitoring update
from Robert MacMillan, a lobster biologist with the
Department of Agriculture and Fisheries.
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P.E.I. Fisherman’s Association hosts two-day
marine trade show at AGM

The Sevaen line of industrial clothing and personal flotation
devices were a popular stop for visitors to the second annual
Marine Show held in Charlottetown recently in conjunction
with the annual meeting of the P.E.I. Fishermen’s Association.
The two-day show, which was free and open to the public,
featured more than 50 exhibitors.

With their display of waterproof fishing suits, the King Fish
booth was hard to miss at a recent marine trade show in
Charlottetown. The company, a division of VAC Plastics,
is centered in Ontario, but has a branch office in the P.E.I.
community of Alberton.
Walker photo.

Walker Photo.
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Servicing Nova Scotia and New Brunswick Ports for
ALL Fisheries Requiring Dockside Monitoring

FOR ALL YOUR
MONITORING
NEEDS!

Marine and Industrial Lighting.
Offering a complete range of commercial
marine lighting including LED’s.

CRAB LIGHT
Stainless steel 316 made specifically
for the commercial fishing industry.
10 degree narrow beam for distance.
Wide angle beam available.
Metal Halide
12,000 hours life.
HPS 20,000
hours of life.

“The price
you’re quoted
is the price
you’ll pay”

SERVICES INCLUDE:

• Dockside Monitoring
• Lobster Logbook Entry
• Clam & Fish Water Logbook Entry
• Supply Logbooks
• Gear Tags for Lobster, Crab,
Herring, Smelt & Bait

CONTACT US TODAY! 506-747-3550
TOLL FREE 1-866-665-4451
Owned and Operated by Marjorie Leeman

www.britmar.com | 604-983-4303 | Toll Free: 866-401-2288
127158

leemanm@nbnet.nb.ca
SEEFISH IS THE OLDEST CONTINUOUSLY OPERATED MONITORING COMPANY SINCE THE INCEPTION OF MONITORING PROGRAMS
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RAINBOW
NET & RIGGING LIMITED






COMMERCIAL FISHING INDUSTRIAL MARINE

“Prices Unmatched”

Gill Nets
Over 1000 Gill
Nets in stock
Nylon & Mono
Sizes 2” to 6”
Wide range of
Colors

Custom Nets
&
Custom Cable
Available
Sports Nets

CORDSTEEL
MADE IN PORTUGAL

Floating
&
Sinking
Avaiable

Baseball, Golf, Hockey,
Tennis, Volleyball

LOW DRAG BUOYS

Colors: Red,Orange,Lime,
Saturn, Yellow, White

HL-1
HL-2
HL-3

Traps
Build
to Order
Ask for a
Price
Today

1.800.399.7866

124337

